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CLASSIFIED ATTACHMENT

[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
REP DEVELOPMENTS MOST ENCOURAGING. AS YOU KNOW WE WANT THIS ONE BADLY AND WILLING MAKE ANY REASONABLE GUARANTEES BOTH MONETARY AND OTHERWISE FOR STEADY FLOW OF GOOD INTEL OVER DEFINITIVE PERIOD OF ONE YEAR OR MORE. THIRKIST WILL BE IN BEST POSITION JUDGE WHAT REQUIRED TO ENSURE SUBJECT COOPERATION BASED HIS OWN VIEW HIS NEEDS. FOLLOWING THEREFORE MERELY SUGGESTED INDUCEMENTS WHICH APPEAR REASONABLE TO US. SUBSTANTIAL VARIATIONS UPWARD SHOULDN'T BE CHECKED OUT WITH HOS BEFORE COMMITMENT.

A. UP TO $1000 PER MONTH IN EScROW FOR STEADY FLOW GOOD INTEL. CAN GO AS HIGH AS $1800 PER MONTH AFTER SIX MONTHS IF PRODUCTION EXCEPTIONAL.

B. $10,000 RESETTLEMENT BONUS AFTER MINIMUM ONE YEAR SERVICE; SMALLER AMOUNT FOR SHORTER PERIOD

C. FOR TWO YEARS SERVICE WHETHER PERUEN. ON OTHER TARGET AREA ADDITIONAL $10,000 BONUS IN FORM OF EDUCATIONAL FUND FOR CHILDREN.

D. ASSISTANCE IN FINDING SUITABLE JOB. CONTINUED
3. CAN NOT GUARANTEE IMMIGRATION UNTIL WE ARE IN A POSITION TO SEEK SLOV UNDER KURKAS ACT AND IT IS NOT LIKELY SUBJ CAN ENTER ON ANY OTHER BASIS. IF SUBJ TURNS UP GOOD PERFORMANCE WILL AT PROPER TIME SEEK SLOV UNDER KURKAS ACT WITH GOOD CHANCE SUCCESS.

3. HANES NELSON RESIST BRINGING INTO ACT BUT WILL DO SO IF IT APPEARS NECESSARY.

4. DESIRE FULL DATA ON SUBJ PROFESSION, LANGUAGES, ACTIVITIES IN PERU AND RANGE OF CORRESPONDENCE IN ORDER FACILITATE COMBO AND REQUIREMENTS PLANNING.
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